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About This Game

Addictive match-three game with gorgeous graphics and a simple interface. Escape for hours with relaxing music and stunning
colors as you maneuver gems to match three in a row. Customize by selecting your skill level or background image, and

compare your score on baKno’s Top Players list.
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Title: Gems
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
baKno Games
Publisher:
baKno Games
Release Date: 21 Nov, 2008

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: XP

Processor: Intel Single Core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 2004 GPU

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Upon purchase of this game, and I am assuming this applies to any game by this developer, the devs supply you with what is
apparantly the demo version of the game; after so many games they want you to pay for it again to buy a license. Checked their
site; these games have free trial versions you can download from them directly, so it's a really low blow trying to monetize the
free trial. In essence they're trying to get you to pay for it twice.

Avoid any games from this developer on Steam like the plague; I myself will never purchase another game of theirs via Steam
ever again.

Gameplay wise, it's Bejeweled; if you liked Bejeweled, you'll probably like this.. Upon purchase of this game, and I am
assuming this applies to any game by this developer, the devs supply you with what is apparantly the demo version of the game;
after so many games they want you to pay for it again to buy a license. Checked their site; these games have free trial versions
you can download from them directly, so it's a really low blow trying to monetize the free trial. In essence they're trying to get
you to pay for it twice.

Avoid any games from this developer on Steam like the plague; I myself will never purchase another game of theirs via Steam
ever again.

Gameplay wise, it's Bejeweled; if you liked Bejeweled, you'll probably like this.
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